[Efficacy of the "Gen-Probe Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Direct Test (MTD)" for detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in clinical specimens--comparison between the MTD and the test by culture on Ogawa's egg medium or in the MB Check System].
Three or more weeks are usually required for detecting Mycobacterium tuberculosis by the known culture methods, and therefore, the development of a rapid bacteriological diagnostic method for M. tuberculosis has been urgently awaited. Recently, Gen-Probe Inc. has developed the "Gen-Probe Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Direct Test (MTD)", which is based on amplification of the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) of M. tuberculosis in clinical specimens and hybridization of the amplified rRNA with a M. tuberculosis-specific DNA probe, as a rapid direct diagnostic method for tuberculosis. We therefore compared the sensitivity and specificity of the MTD in detecting M. tuberculosis with the culture methods on Ogawa's egg medium and in the MB Check System, using 107 clinical specimens as test material. The results obtained are as follows: 1. Of the 61 clinical specimens which were negative when cultured on Ogawa's egg medium, 13 (21.3%) were positive for M. tuberculosis using the MTD, and of the 48 clinical specimens which were negative when cultured in the MB Check System, 8 specimens (16.7%) were positive for M. tuberculosis using the MTD. 2. All of the specimens which yielded growth of M. tuberculosis (identified by the DNA probe) either on Ogawa's egg medium or in the MB Check System, except one, were positive for M. tuberculosis in the MTD. The only one exception was a specimen which was positive for M. tuberculosis in both Ogawa's medium and the MB Check System.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)